ECTIBAN*

INSECTICIDE TAPE

FOR HORN FLY CONTROL ON DAIRY AND BEEF CATTLE.

ONE SIZE FITS ALL!

AGRICULTURAL

GUARANTEE:
1.2 grams permethrin per tape.

REGISTRATION NO. 19353
PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS ACT

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

READ THE LABEL BEFORE USING.

*Trade Mark
COOPERS AGROPHARM INC.
AJAX, ONTARIO CANADA L1S 3B9

CONTENTS: 10 TAPES

STICKS AROUND
FOR FLY CONTROL

PRECAUTIONS: Avoid contact with eyes, skin, mouth and clothing. Wear gloves during application and wash hands thoroughly after tagging is complete. Keep out of the reach of children.

FIRST AID: If skin or eye irritation occurs, wash immediately with soap and water respectively. If swallowed, do not induce vomiting. Contact physician immediately taking ECTIBAN* carton.

ADVICE TO PHYSICIAN: Treatment should be primarily symptomatic
and supportive.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Store in a cool place. Keep container sealed when not in use. Do not store near food or feed. Do not store near heat or open flame. The insecticide ECTIBAN* is highly toxic to fish. Keep out of lakes, streams and ponds. Remove tag tapes before slaughter. Dispose according to municipal and provincial regulations away from a water supply.

NOTICE TO USER: This control product is to be used only in accordance with the directions on this label. It is an offence under the Pest Control Products Act to use a control product under unsafe conditions.

Always apply Ectiban Tapes with release slits at bottom to allow insecticide to seep out.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: For season-long control of horn flies, on dairy cattle and beef cattle.

Fig. 1
ECTIBAN* Insecticide Tape

Fig. 2
Cattle identification ear tag without insecticide tape.

Fig. 3
Cattle identification ear tag with insecticide tape wrapped around top of ear tag overlapping itself on the back side of the tag.

Fig. 4
To activate tape, press with thumb to break ampules and release insecticide.

Remove backing from adhesive and wrap ECTIBAN* Tape around the neck of existing identification ear tags overlapping the ends so that they are securely sealed as shown in Figs. 1-3.

After wrapping tape around ear tag, activate it by rupturing internal ampules with thumb pressure to release insecticide, as shown in fig. 4.

Apply when flies first appear in the spring. One tape per animal is sufficient to control horn flies. Do not use more than one tape per animal.
Best retention is obtained when tape surfaces and applicator's hands are clean and dry. Remove tag tapes at the end of the fly season or before slaughter. No withdrawal period necessary.

This label transcript service is offered by the Pest Management Regulatory Agency to provide efficient searching for label information. This service and this information do not replace the official hard-copy label. The PMRA does not provide any guarantee or assurance that the information obtained through this service is accurate, current or correct, and is therefore not liable for any loss resulting, directly or indirectly, from reliance upon this service.
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